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There is evidence for the positive impact of mindfulness in children. However, little is

known about the techniques through which mindfulness practice results in differential

outcomes. Therefore, this study intended to systematically review the available evidence

about the efficacy of meditation techniques used by mindfulness-based programs on

cognitive, socio-emotional, and academic skills of children from 6 to 12 years of age.

The review was registered on the PROSPERO database, and the literature search was

conducted according to PICO criteria and PRISMA guidelines. The EBSCO databases

were searched, and 29 studies were eligible: nine randomized controlled trials and 20

quasi-experimental studies. All the included randomized controlled trials were rated as

having a high risk of bias. Overall, the evidence for mindfulness techniques improving

cognitive and socio-emotional skills was reasonably strong. Specifically, for cognitive

skills, results showed that all the interventions used “body-centered meditations” and

“mindful observations.” Regarding socio-emotional skills, although all the studies applied

“body-centered meditations” and “mindful observations,” “affect-centered meditations”

were also frequent. For academic skills, just one quasi-experimental trial found

improvements, thus making it difficult to draw conclusions. Further research is crucial

to evaluate the unique effects of different meditation techniques on the cognitive,

social-emotional, and academic skills of children.

Systematic Review Registration: Identifier: RD42019126767.

Keywords: meditation, mindfulness, mindfulness techniques, children, systematic review

INTRODUCTION

“Mindfulness” is a term frequently used to describe a mental faculty related to attention, awareness,
retention/memory, and/or discernment (Davidson and Kaszniak, 2015). A popular definition of
mindfulness entails a deliberate conscious awareness of the present moment without judgment
(Kabat-Zinn, 2003). Another common meaning of mindfulness is related to a specific form of
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meditative practice (Goleman, 1988; Goleman and Davidson,
2018). This type of meditation fosters the ability to bring a
non-judging awareness to a specific thing and strengthens our
ability to notice our mind wandering (Goleman and Davidson,
2018). Importantly, mindfulness is a psychological process that
can be developed through practice (Kabat-Zinn, 2003; Bishop
et al., 2004), and several studies have shown that this specific
training leads to improvements in psychological wellbeing and
mental health (e.g., Bowen et al., 2006; Chiesa, 2009; Chiesa and
Serretti, 2011; for a review see Keng et al., 2011). These positive
effects have also been highlighted among children (for a review
and meta-analyses see Klingbeil et al., 2017 and Maynard et al.,
2017). Still, little is known about the techniques through which
mindfulness practice results in those benefits, particularly for
children. Thus, in this study, we performed a systematic review of
the current literature about the efficacy of meditation techniques
used by mindfulness-based programs on the cognitive, social-
emotional, and academic skills of children.

Mindfulness-based interventions employ several training
techniques (Kabat-Zinn, 2003), which involve a huge number
of diverse practices. To do justice to this diversity, several
attempts were made to classify these practices, and different
taxonomies included a diversity of techniques from various
backgrounds and contexts (Nash and Newberg, 2013; Schmidt,
2014; Lutz et al., 2015). For instance, Singer et al. (2016)
developed a classification of practices based on Buddhist
traditions, contemplative sciences, and neuroscientific research.
The authors distinguished three broad classes of mental skills:
(1) present-moment attention and body awareness, including
breathing meditation and body scan as core exercises; (2)
socio-affective abilities such as gratitude, compassion, prosocial
motivation, and accepting difficult emotions through loving-
kindness meditation and dyadic exercises as core practices;
and (3) socio-cognitive capacities such as metacognition
and perspective taking that incorporates core practices like
observing thoughts, meditation, and dyadic perspective-
taking exercises. Furthermore, Hildebrandt et al. (2017)
explored the differential effects of these classes of mental
abilities and found that present-moment attention practices
increased attentional facets, but only socio-affective and
socio-cognitive training led to broad changes in ethical-
motivational skills such as nonjudgmental attitude, compassion,
and self-compassion.

In 2019, Matko and Sedlmeier developed a new classification
system for meditation techniques to make it accessible and
understandable to practitioners/researchers with different
backgrounds. Through a survey with 100 experienced
meditators, the authors found seven main clusters of techniques:
(1) body-centered meditation (i.e., concentrating on energy
center or channeling, body scan, breath abdomen, observing
the body, and breath nose); (2) mindful observation (i.e.,
observation of thoughts or emotions, long meditation, and
sitting in silence); (3) contemplation (i.e., contemplating on
a question, contradiction, or paradox); (4) mantra meditation
(meditation with sound, singing sutras or mantras, and repeating
syllables); (5) visual concentration (i.e., visualizations and
concentrating on an object); (6) affect-centered meditation

(i.e., cultivating compassion and opening up to blessings);
and (7) meditation with movement (i.e., meditation
with movement, manipulating the breath, walking, and
observing senses).

Several reviews have examined the efficacy of mindfulness
practice on adults, and there is evidence for the positive impacts
of mindfulness training (Baer, 2003; Grossman et al., 2004;
Mackenzie et al., 2005; Smith et al., 2005; Ott et al., 2006;Matchim
and Armer, 2007; Toneatto and Nguyen, 2007; Winbush et al.,
2007; Praissman, 2008; Teixeira, 2008; Carmody and Baer,
2009; Ledesma and Kumano, 2009). Some of these reviews
applied meta-analytic methods to quantify the efficacy of this
intervention (Baer, 2003; Grossman et al., 2004; Ledesma and
Kumano, 2009), and robust evidence for the positive impact
of mindfulness practice was found. Research with children
is not yet as extensive as with adults, but it is growing
rapidly. For example, two recent meta-analyses indicated the
increased interest in the utility of mindfulness training in young
people. Specifically, Klingbeil et al. (2017) reported data from
participants between 4 and 18 years of age and analyzed two
broad categories of outcome measures: (i) skills of mindfulness,
attention, and meta-cognition/cognitive flexibility and (ii)
academic performance and emotional/behavioral regulation. As
a result, the authors found significant improvements across
outcomes in all categories. Maynard et al. (2017) analyzed data
from studies implementing mindfulness training in schools to
participants aged between 4 and 20 years and also found that
this intervention had a small-to-medium effect on cognitive and
socio-emotional skills.

Research has repeatedly shown that mindfulness training
improves the performance of children on tasks that assess
cognitive functioning such as attention or executive functions
(e.g., Semple et al., 2010; Leonard et al., 2013; Britton et al.,
2014; Schonert-Reichl et al., 2015; Felver et al., 2017; Lawler
et al., 2019). For example, 12 sessions of mindfulness training
improved the performance of preschoolers on an attention
task, while no changes were observed in the passive control
group (Quan et al., 2019). For executive functions, after 8
weeks of mindfulness training, parents reported improvements
in children in inhibition, shift, emotional control, initiative,
working memory, planning, organization of materials, and
monitoring skills (7–9 years old) (Flook et al., 2010).

The impact of mindfulness training has also been studied
on emotional mental health (Bohlmeijer et al., 2010; Fjorback
et al., 2011; Gotink et al., 2015; Guendelman et al., 2017). For
example, after 12 weeks of mindfulness, yoga movements,
and breathing training, fourth- and fifth-grade students
(i.e., 9- and 10-year-old children) reduced involuntary
responses to stress (such as rumination and intrusive
thoughts) when compared with a waitlist control group
(Mendelson et al., 2010). Napoli et al. (2005) examined the
effects of a 24-week mindfulness intervention on attention
and anxiety levels in first- and third-grade students, and
results showed that mindfulness training reduced attentional
problems and anxiety in children. Furthermore, mindfulness
interventions have been found to improve social-emotional
skills. For instance, teachers reported significant increases in
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optimism and improvements on classroom social behaviors
of students (9–13 years of age) who participated in a
mindfulness education program (Schonert-Reichl and Lawlor,
2010).

As mindfulness has shown positive effects on many aspects
of wellbeing, studying the impact of mindfulness in schools
has been worth it (Huppert and Johnson, 2010). For instance,
studies have found a positive relationship between mindfulness
and academic performance (McCloskey, 2015; Lin and Mai,
2018), probably because it reduces stress and anxiety (McCloskey,
2015), increases attention and memory (Lin and Mai, 2018),
and/or enhances specific skills such as openness, attention, or
inquiry (Docksai, 2013). As an example, performance on a
reading comprehension test was significantly improved after
participation in an intensive 2-week mindfulness training
(Mrazek et al., 2013).

Even though research has accumulated evidence suggesting
that mindfulness training improves cognitive, socio-emotional,
and academic skills, studies are needed to clarify which
intervention techniques produce change (Shapiro and Carlson,
2009). Yet, a systematic review focusing on the meditation
techniques used by mindfulness-based programs that result in
those outcomes has not been conducted. Thus, our primary aim
was to identify different techniques to improve cognitive, social-
emotional, and academic outcomes. Specifically, we explored a
multiplicity of meditation-based techniques. As research with
children is growing rapidly, we focused our attention on school-
age children. We also selected other study inclusion criteria to
maintain the focus on interventions delivered with high quality,
i.e., the studies should include an active or an inactive/passive
control condition to provide a comparable condition and
quantitative measures should be reported as outcomes. We
expected to analyze the frequency and impact of different
techniques in order to understand which practices are frequently
used for promoting different types of skills. Our conclusions
are likely to reveal how future research on the effectiveness of
mindfulness interventions may be improved.

METHOD

Search Strategy
A systematic literature search was carried out using MEDLINE
and EBSCO (PsycINFO, CINAHL, ERIC) databases from the
year 2009 to March 2019. An update was conducted from
the year 2019 to March 2021. The review was conducted
according to PRISMA guidelines (Moher et al., 2009) and
was registered on the PROSPERO database for systematic
reviews (registration 2019: CRD42019126767). The following
keywords were used to conduct the search: Child∗ OR Children∗

OR “Primary School” OR “Elementary School” OR “Primary
Education” OR “Elementary Education” AND (Mindfulness∗

OR Mindful∗) AND (Intervention∗ OR Training∗ OR Program∗

OR Exercise∗ OR Techniques∗) NOT (“Clinical Population” OR
“Clinical Patients” OR Patients∗ OR Clinical∗ OR Inpatient∗

OR Outpatient∗ OR Disorder∗ OR Disabilities∗). Filters for
source types (academic Journals), age (6–12 years), and language

TABLE 1 | Population/participant, intervention/indicator, comparator/control,

outcome (PICO) framework.

PICO framework

Population Typically developing children from 6 to 12 years of age

Intervention Meditation techniques used by mindfulness-based programs

Comparison Other types of intervention and/or a placebo condition

Outcome Cognitive, social-emotional, and academic outcomes

(English) were applied. An additional search through other
sources was conducted.

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
Using the Population, Interventions, Comparison, Outcomes
(PICO) framework, inclusion and exclusion criteria were based
on the following research question: In typical school-age
children, what meditation techniques used by mindfulness-based
programs, compared with other types of intervention and/or
placebo conditions, are more effective in developing cognitive,
social-emotional, and academic outcomes? (Table 1).

In order to be included, studies had to: (i) include typically
developing children aged 6–12 years; (ii) clearly describe the
mindfulness techniques employed; (iii) include an active or
an inactive/passive control condition to provide a comparable
condition to test the effects of techniques; (iv) include measures
of cognitive, socio-emotional, or academic skills as outcomes;
(v) provide quantitative measures; and (vi) be published in
English. Reviews, meta-analyses, editorials, opinion papers, and
dissertations were excluded.

Risk of Bias (Quality) Assessment
To assess the risk of bias in randomized trials, we used the
Cochrane Collaboration’s tool, namely, the RoB 2.0 (Sterne et al.,
2019). This tool assesses five domains of bias: (1) bias due
to randomization, (2) bias due to deviations from intended
intervention, (3) bias due tomissing data, (4) bias due to outcome
measurement, and (5) bias due to selection of the reported
result. The risk of bias was assessed by two authors (AV and
SM) independently from each other (selecting “low risk,” “high
risk,” or “no information” of bias). The unclear risk was selected
when details were not reported or unknown. Discrepancies were
resolved through discussion. Given that we anticipated that most
of the studies would be at high risk of bias, we did not restrict
analyses based on this parameter.

Data Extraction
We developed the data extraction from all eligible articles
based on the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic review
and Meta-Analysis Protocols (PRISMA-P; Moher et al., 2009)
flow diagram, following four stages: (1) identification, (2)
screening, (3) eligibility, and (4) inclusion. Once the references
had been obtained, we used the Rayyan software (Ouzzani
et al., 2016) to compile the articles. Studies were initially
identified by title and abstract, according to the inclusion
criteria established. This full search was evaluated for inclusion
by two authors (SM and AF) independently from each
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FIGURE 1 | Preferred Reporting Items in Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) flow diagram of selection of studies. *Other sources for identification of

further articles included Google Scholar and “snowballing” techniques such as searching non-indexed journals and references of all full-text articles.

other, and discrepancies were resolved by discussion. A study
was included when both reviewers independently assess it
as satisfying the inclusion criteria. A third author (MF)
mediated in the event of disagreement following discussion.
Extracted information included: studies characteristics (viz.
general study characteristics, effects of interventions, and
mindfulness techniques). The types of techniques used within
each intervention were coded according to the seven main
clusters suggested by Matko and Sedlmeier (2019).

RESULTS

Trial Flow
A total of 250 articles were identified from the databases using
the search strategy previously described. Five articles were added

through other sources. Thirty-two duplicates were removed, and
223 articles were screened by title and abstract. Of these, 191
reports were excluded since they did not meet the inclusion
criteria. There was almost perfect agreement between the two
judges (Cohen’s κ = 0.97). Thus, 32 papers were included, and
their full-text analyzed, of which 29 met inclusion criteria. This
trial flow is presented in a PRISMA flow diagram in Figure 1.

General Study Characteristics
Settings
Twelve of the 29 studies included in this review were conducted
in the United States. The other studies were conducted in Canada
(n = 2), Israel (n = 2), United Kingdom (n = 2), Spain (n
= 2), Australia (n = 1), Brazil (n = 1), Germany (n = 1),
Korea (n = 1), Italy (n = 1), Netherlands (n = 1), New Zealand
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TABLE 2 | Characteristics of the included studies.

Authors Country Method Age range Type of comparison

groups

Comparison groups

conditions

Intervention

group(n)

Comparison

groups (n)

Alampay et al. (2019) Philippines RCT 9–16 years Active Handicrafts condition 87 99

Bakosh et al. (2016) United States QED 3rd grade Passive Business as usual 93 98

Bakosh et al. (2018) United States RCT 1st−4th grades Passive Waitlist 167 170

Bauer et al. (2020) United States RCT Mean = 11.76

years (SD = 0.40)

Active Coding training 15 16

Britton et al. (2014) United States RCT Mean = 11.79

years, (SD = 0.41)

Active African history course

with a matched

experiential activity

55 46

Crescentini et al. (2016) Italy QED 7–8 years Active Emotion awareness not

involving meditation

exercises

16 15

Bergen-Cico et al. (2015) United States QED 6th grade Active Exposure to

information about

mindful awareness, but

do not practice mindful

yoga and meditation

72 72

Butzer et al. (2017) United States RCT 7th−12 th grade Active Physical education as

usual

117 94

de Carvalho et al. (2017) Portugal QED 3rd−4th grade Passive Waitlist 223 231

Devcich et al. (2017) New Zealand QED 9–11 years Active Emotional literacy

program

54 52

Enoch and Dixon (2017) United States QED 6–12 years Passive Business as usual 20 20

Flook et al. (2010) United States RCT 7–9 years Active Silent reading period 32 32

Gould et al. (2012) United States QED 4th−5 th grade Passive Waitlist 51 46

Janz et al. (2019) Australia QED Mean = 78.03

months (SD =

10.71)

Passive Waitlist 55 36

Parker et al. (2014) United States RCT 9–11 years Passive Waitlist 71 40

Ricarte et al. (2015) Spain QED 6–13 years Passive Waitlist 45 45

Rodríguez-Ledo et al. (2018) Spain QED 11–14 years Passive Business as usual 108 48

Schonert-Reichl and Lawlor

(2010)

Canada QED 9–13 years Passive Waitlist 139 107

Schonert-Reichl et al. (2015) Canada RCT 9–11 years Active Social responsibility

program

48 51

Tarrasch (2018) Israel QED 9–10 years Passive Business as usual 58 43

Tarrasch et al. (2017) Israel QED 4th−5th grade Passive Waitlist 138 78

Thomas and Atkinson (2016) United Kingdom RCT 8–9 years Passive Waitlist 16 14

van de Weijer-Bergsma et al.

(2014)

Netherlands QED 8–12 years Passive Waitlist 95 104

Viafora et al. (2015) United States QED 11–13 years Passive Waitlist Group 1: 28

Group 2: 15

20

Vickery and Dorjee (2016) United Kingdom QED 7–9 years Passive Waitlist 33 38

Waldemar et al. (2016) Brazil QED 10–14 years Passive Waitlist 64 68

White (2012) United States QED 8–11 years Passive Waitlist 70 85

Wimmer et al. (2016) Germany QED 5 th grade 1 Active

1 Passive

Concentration training;

Business as usual

16 Group 1: 8

Group 2: 10

Yook et al. (2017) Korea QED 2nd−4 th grade Passive Business as usual 23 23

RCT, randomized controlled trial; QED, quasi-experimental design.

(n = 1), Philippines (n = 1), and Portugal (n = 1) (Table 1).
Four studies were published between 2010 and 2012, seven
studies were published between 2014 and 2015, while 15 studies
were published between 2016 and 2018, and three studies were
published between 2019 and 2021 (Table 2).

Participants
Age varied across studies. Four studies included 6-year-olds, nine
studies recruited 7-year-olds, 13 studies recruited 8-year-olds, 19
studies recruited children with 9 years old, 16 studies included
children with 10 years old, and 15 studies included children
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FIGURE 2 | Risk of bias graph across randomized controlled trials.

with 11 years old (Table 2). Sample sizes for intervention groups
ranged from 15 to 223 and for control groups from 8 to 231.

Research Design
Nine randomized controlled trials (RCT) and 20 quasi-
experimental design (QED; studies using a comparison group
design, but participants were not randomly assigned to
conditions) were included in the review (Table 2). Regarding
control groups, only one study compared the performance of
the mindful group with an active and a passive control group
(i.e., concentration training and business as usual, respectively).
Nineteen studies included only passive control groups (i.e.,
waitlist and business as usual) and nine included only active
control groups (i.e., handcrafts condition, coding training,
history course, emotional literacy program, silent reading period,
social responsibility program, physical education, and exposure
to mindful awareness; Table 2).

Risk of Bias
Several authors fail to report design characteristics (i.e., allocation
concealment, blinding, and incomplete outcome data) to conduct
an accurate assessment of the risk of bias. There was almost

perfect agreement between the two judges that conduct the
assessment (Cohen’s κ = 0.89). Overall, there was a high-risk of
bias across the 9 RCTs included in the review, with variation in
high-risk areas across studies see Figure 2 for a table reporting
each domain of risk for each study and Figure 3 for a summary
of risk across studies.

Intervention Characteristics
Duration, intensity, and dosage of mindful interventions
varied across the 29 included studies. For studies reporting
adequate information, a wide range of daily doses of formal
mindfulness practice were reported, from 4 to 90min per session.
Interventions ranged from 2 weeks to 9 months. Studies also
varied in terms of how frequently children met to receive the
intervention, from one time per week to daily interventions. The
most frequent option was sessions of 45min once a week for 8
weeks (Table 3).

As can be seen in Table 3, the included studies examined
several mindfulness interventions that, in most cases, were
linked to previously existing mindfulness programs, such as
mindfulness-based cognitive therapy (MBCT) for depression
or mindfulness-based stress reduction (MBSR). Importantly,
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FIGURE 3 | Risk of bias summary across randomized controlled trials.

only nine programs were assessed with RCTs, namely, the
MBCT adapted to the Kamalayan curriculum, the MBSR—
adapted program, the Calmer Choice, the Meditation condition
formulated according to Roth’s Integrative Contemplative
Pedagogy, the Kripalu Yoga in the Schools, the Innerkids
Program, the Master Mind, the MindUP program, and
the Paws.b.

Effects of Interventions
Overall, as shown in Table 4, among the included studies,
16 assessed cognitive skills, 21 evaluated socio-emotional
abilities, and 3 explored academic-related skills. Within
these studies, 100% found significant effects for cognitive
skills, 90% showed a significant impact on socio-emotional
abilities, and 33% suggested a significant improvement in
academic skills.

The RCTs showed effects for measures assessing cognitive
(viz. executive functions, attention, and self-control) and social-
emotional (viz. stress physiology, empathy, perspective taking,
emotional control, optimism, school self-concept, symptoms of
depression, anxiety, peer aggression, prosocial behavior, and peer
acceptance) skills (Tables 3, 4).

The QEDs also found positive effects for cognitive skills (i.e.,
overall executive functions, attention, concentration, inhibitory
control, cognitive flexibility, and immediate auditory-verbal
memory), social-emotional abilities (viz. stress, wellbeing,
mindfulness, self-esteem, resilience, psychological happiness,
empathy, perspective-taking, emotional control, optimism,
symptoms of depression, internalizing problems, peer
aggression, prosocial behavior, increased peer acceptance,
reduced anxiety, self-control, self-regulation, improvements
in mental health problems, quality of life, self-compassion,
acceptance, relaxation, happiness, aggressive behaviors,
and social competence), and academic skills (viz. school
self-concept, science and reading grades, and classroom
behavior; Table 3).

Exploring the Effects of Meditation Techniques on

Cognitive, Socio-Emotional, and Academic Skills
Overall, all interventions incorporated “body-centered
meditations” and “mindful observations.” Almost half of
the interventions included “affect-centered meditations” (55%),
“mantra meditations” (55%), “meditations with movement”
(52%), and “visual concentration” (48%) (Table 3). Patterns
of relationships between meditation techniques and cognitive,
socio-emotional, and academic outcomes were identified
and are presented below (detailed description presented
in Table 4).

Cognitive Performance
As detailed in Table 4, results showed that interventions
improving cognitive outcomes frequently used “body-
centered meditations” and “mindful observations,” while
less frequent techniques to improve cognitive abilities were
“affect-centered meditations,” “meditations with movement,”
“visual concentrations,” and “mantra meditation.” The six RCTs
that found improvements in cognitive skills used “body-centered
meditations” (n = 6), “mindful observations” (n = 6), “affect-
centered meditations” (n = 4), “meditations with movement” (n
= 3), “mantra meditations” (n = 3), and “visual concentration”
(n = 2). The 10 QEDS that showed benefits in cognitive
outcomes employed “body-centered meditations” (n = 10),
“mindful observations” (n = 10), “meditations with movement”
(n = 7), “mantra meditations” (n = 5), “visual concentration”
(n= 5), and “affect-centered meditations” (n= 4) (Table 4).

Socio-emotional Abilities
Findings suggested that, although all the interventions
improving socio-emotional outcomes included “body-centered
meditations” and “mindful observations,” “affect-centered
meditations” were also frequently applied. Less frequent
techniques used to improve socio-emotional outcomes were
“meditations with movement,” “visual concentrations,” and
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TABLE 3 | Intervention characteristics, meditation techniques, and main findings of the included studies.

Study Intervention Duration/Intensity Targets of intervention Main findings

Alampay et al. (2019) Mindfulness-based cognitive

therapy (MBCT) adapted to

the Kamalayan curriculum.

10 sessions of 75min for the younger

students or 90min for the older

students (10 weeks)

Depressive and anxiety symptoms and

emotion regulation

Results indicated that participation in the mindful group did not

affect depression, anxiety, or emotion regulation.

Bakosh et al. (2016) Mindful-based social and

emotional learning (MBSEL)

40 sessions of 10 min-per-day (8

weeks)

Students’ grades (reading, science, math,

writing, spelling, and social studies),

classroom behavior, day-to-day teaching

operations

The mindful training significantly predicted a difference in

science and reading grades. This experimental group also

showed improvements in classroom behavior, compared with

the control group.

Bakosh et al. (2018) Mindfulness-based stress

reduction (MBSR)–adapted

program

10-min-per-day audio-guided

mindfulness program (10 weeks)

Academic achievement Results showed that improvements in Math scores, Social

Studies scores, and Grade Point Averages were generally

higher for students in the intervention group. However, the

results varied considerably in effects and there is a lack of

consistent statistically significant results.

Bauer et al. (2020) Calmer Choice 4 sessions of 45min each per week

(8 weeks)

Sustained attention and associated

resting-state functional brain connectivity

(i.e., anticorrelation between the default

mode network [DMN] and right dorsolateral

prefrontal cortex [DLPFC])

Participants in the mindful group preserved fewer lapses of

attention and DMN–DLPFC anticorrelation (associated with

better performance on a sustained-attention task) compared to

children in the control group.

Britton et al. (2014) Meditation condition

formulated according to

Roth’s Integrative

Contemplative Pedagogy

3 to 12min each day (6 weeks) Behavioral and emotional problems Both groups decreased significantly on clinical syndrome

subscales and affect but did not differ in the extent of their

improvements. The mindful group was significantly less likely to

develop suicidal ideation or thoughts of self-harm than controls.

Crescentini et al. (2016) Mindfulness-oriented

meditation based on the

mindfulness-based stress

reduction protocol

3 sessions per week (10min - 1 h

each) (8 weeks)

Cognitive, emotional, social, and behavioral

processes

The mindful group showed positive effects in reducing attention

problems. Both groups reduced their internalizing problems

such as anxiety.

Bergen-Cico et al. (2015) Yoga mindful intervention

inspired by YogaKids

3 sessions of 4min each per week

(100 school days)

Self-regulation The mindfulness group showed improvements in long-term and

global self-regulation, compared with the control group.

Butzer et al. (2017) Kripalu Yoga in the Schools

(KYIS) curriculum

1 or 2 sessions of 45min per week

(32 sessions, 6 months)

Substance use willingness, actual substance

abuse, emotional self-regulation, perceived

stress, mood, and impulsivity

The mindfulness group showed improvements in their

willingness to smoke cigarettes as well as improvements in

emotional self-control in females), compared with the control

group.

de Carvalho et al. (2017) MindUP program 15 sessions of 45-60min each +

3min of meditation every day, 3 times

a day (15 weeks)

Children’s emotional regulations skills,

self-compassion, and affect teachers’

mindfulness, self-compassion, emotion

regulation skills, and burnout

In the group of children: The mindful group demonstrated

higher improvements, than the control group, in social and

emotional skills, namely in positive emotions, common

humanity (a dimension of self-compassion), and a significant

reduction in suppressing their emotions. In the group of children

teachers: The mindful group showed superior improvements

than the control group, in self-kindness, personal

accomplishment, and observation abilities.

Devcich et al. (2017) Pause, Breath, Smile 1 session of 60min per week (8

weeks)

Self-reported wellbeing (including

components of subjective wellbeing and

psychological wellbeing) and mindfulness

The mindfulness group showed significant increases in

self-reported wellbeing, compared with the control group.

Mindfulness scores were significantly increased only for the

mindfulness group.

(Continued)
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TABLE 3 | Continued

Study Intervention Duration/Intensity Targets of intervention Main findings

Enoch and Dixon (2017) Acceptance and commitment

therapy curriculum

6 sessions of 20min each (2 weeks) Attention processes The mindful group showed that increases in attention

outcomes, compared with the control group.

Flook et al. (2010) InnerKids program 2 sessions of 30min per week (8

weeks)

Executive functions (inhibition, shifting,

emotional control, initiation, working memory,

planning/organization, organization of

materials, and monitoring)

The mindfulness group exhibited improvements in executive

function (overall global executive control, behavioral regulation,

and metacognition), when compared with the control group.

Gould et al. (2012) Yoga-inspired mindfulness

program

4 sessions of 45min per week (12

weeks)

Depressive symptoms, positive and negative

emotions, and stress responses

The mindfulness group showed a reduction in “impulsive action

stress responses” (in youth who had low baseline depressive

symptoms) and reduction in “Involuntary Engagement stress

responses” (in youth who had low or medium levels of baseline

depressive symptoms), compared with the control group.

Janz et al. (2019) CalmSpace Range of mindfulness activities that

complement the school routine and

curriculum.

Executive functioning Compared to children in a waitlist control condition, children

who participated in the mindfulness program showed

improvements in measures of inhibitory control and cognitive

flexibility. There were also significant gains in measures of

behavior, most notably in attentional control processes.

Parker et al. (2014) Master Mind program 1 session of 15min each per week (4

weeks)

Executive functioning (inhibitory control,

cognitive flexibility, and working memory),

behavior, emotion regulation, and intentions

to use substances

The mindful group significantly increased executive functioning

skills (girls and boys), self-control abilities (only boys), and

significantly reduced aggressive behavior and social problems

(boys and girls), and anxiety (only girls), when compared with

the control group.

Ricarte et al. (2015) Mindfulness-based

intervention (MBI)

30 sessions of 15min each (6 weeks) Mood state, attention, and concentration The mindfulness group improved mood state, concentration,

and immediate auditory-verbal memory, compared with the

control group

Rodríguez-Ledo et al.

(2018)

Emotional Competency

Development SEA program

18 sessions of 55min (9 months) Emotional intelligence and mindfulness The mindfulness group showed a significant effect in the ability

to mindfully attend the interior and in the capacity of Kinesthetic

attention, compared with the control group.

Schonert-Reichl and

Lawlor (2010)

Mindfulness Education (ME)

program

10 sessions of 40-50min each per

week + mindfulness attention

exercises (3 times a day, at least

3min each session) (10 weeks)

Optimism, school and general self-concept,

positive and negative emotions, classroom

social and emotional competence (i.e.,

aggressive behaviors, oppositional

behavior/dysregulation, attention and

concentration, social-emotional competence)

The mindful group showed significant increases in social and

emotional competence (attention/concentration and

social-emotional competence) as well as in positive emotions

(i.e., optimism) when compared with the control group.

Also, the mindful group demonstrated improvements in general

self-concept (for preadolescents, but no for early adolescents),

compared with the control group.

Schonert-Reichl et al.

(2015)

MindUP program 1 session of 40 – 50min per week (12

sessions)

Executive functions, stress physiology

(through salivary cortisol), wellbeing, empathy,

optimism, perspective-taking, emotional

control, school self-concept, depressive

symptoms, social responsibility, mindfulness,

social responsibility, and pro-sociality

Compared with the control group, the mindfulness group

showed (a) more improvements in executive functions and

stress physiology; (b) higher empathy, perspective-taking,

emotional control, optimism, school self-concept, and

mindfulness; (c) greater decreases in symptoms of depression

and peer aggression; (d) higher rates of prosocial behavior; and

(e) increased peer acceptance.

(Continued)
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TABLE 3 | Continued

Study Intervention Duration/Intensity Targets of intervention Main findings

Tarrasch (2018) Mindfulness-based stress

reduction (MBSR)

1 session of approximately 45min per

week (10 weeks)

Sustained and selective attention A significant improvement in attentional tasks was obtained in

the mindful group.

Tarrasch et al. (2017) Call to Care-Israel 1 session of 45min per week (24

weeks)

Visual perception, motor accuracy, anxiety,

and mindfulness

The mindfulness group showed improvements in motor

accuracy, visual perception, and mindfulness and reduction of

anxiety, compared with the control group.

Thomas and Atkinson

(2016)

Paws.b 6 sessions of 60min each per week

(6 weeks)

Attentional functioning The mindfulness group had a significant positive impact on

children’s attentional functioning when compared with the

control group.

van de Weijer-Bergsma

et al. (2014)

MindfulKids Twelve 30-min sessions (6 weeks) Stress and stress-related mental health and

behavioral problems

Prevention effects on stress and wellbeing were found directly

after training. Effects on mental health problems also became

apparent at follow-up.

Viafora et al. (2015) Mindfulness activities 1 session of 45min each per week (8

weeks)

Emotional wellbeing, and positive behaviors:

self-compassion, mindfulness, psychological

acceptance, and psychological inflexibility

The mindful group 1 showed significant improvements in

acceptance and mindful awareness, and the mindful group 2

showed higher emotional wellbeing, more facility at dealing with

difficult feelings (such as anger, stress), and learned to be more

patient.

Both mindful groups expressed benefits in various domains,

such as concentration, stress, relaxation, patience, happiness,

and in the ability to deal with difficult feelings, compared with

the control group.

Vickery and Dorjee (2016) Paws.b 12 sessions of 30min (8 weeks) Emotional wellbeing The mindfulness group showed a significant increase in

meta-cognition and significantly reduced negative affect when

compared to the control group.

Waldemar et al. (2016) Mindfulness and

social-emotional learnings

program (M-SEL)

From 8 to 12 sessions of 60min (5

months)

Mental health problems (emotional, conduct,

hyperactivity, relationship, and prosocial),

quality of life, and symptoms of attention

deficit hyperactivity disorder

The mindfulness group showed significant improvements in

four mental health problems (i.e., emotional problems, conduct

problems, interpersonal relationships, and prosocial behavior)

as well as in the quality of life, compared with the control group.

White (2012) The mindful awareness for

girls through yoga program

1 session of 60min per week +

10min of yoga daily homework (8

weeks)

Perceived stress, coping abilities,

self-esteem, and self-regulation

The mindfulness group was more likely to report a higher

appraisal of stress and greater frequency of coping, compared

with the control group. Self-esteem and self-regulation

increased in both groups.

Wimmer et al. (2016) Mindfulness training-based on

MBSR method

2 sessions of 60 and 90min,

respectively, per week (18 weeks)

Sustained attention, cognitive flexibility,

cognitive inhibition, and data-driven

information processing

The mindfulness group showed improvements in cognitive

inhibition and data-driven information processing when

compared with both control groups (active and passive). Also,

the sustained attention performance of the experimental group

was better than the passive control group.

Yook et al. (2017) New sport and mindfulness

yoga (physical activity

intervention)

1 new sport session of 40min + 1

mindfulness yoga session of 40min

per week (8 weeks)

Self-esteem, resilience, and happiness The mindfulness group exhibited significant improvements in

self-esteem and resilience, and significant change in

psychological happiness, compared with the control group.
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TABLE 4 | Mindfulness meditation techniques and significant cognitive, social-emotional, and academic outcomes of the included studies.

Significant outcomes

Study Meditation techniques* Cognitive skills Social-emotional skills Academic skills

Alampay et al. (2019) (1) Body-centered meditation

(2) Mindful observation

– x –

Bakosh et al. (2016) (1) Body-centered meditation

(2) Mindful observation

(4) Mantra meditation

(5) Visual concentration

(6) Affect-centered meditation

– X X

Bakosh et al. (2018) (1) Body-centered meditation

(2) Mindful observation

(6) Affect-centered meditation

– – x

Bauer et al. (2020) (1) Body-centered meditation

(2) Mindful observation

(4) Mantra meditation

X – –

Britton et al. (2014) (1) Body-centered meditation

(2) Mindful observation

– x –

Crescentini et al. (2016) (1) Body-centered meditation

(2) Mindful observation

(6) Affect-centered meditation

(7) Meditation with movement

X X –

Bergen-Cico et al. (2015) (1) Body-centered meditation

(2) Mindful observation

(7) Meditation with movement

X X –

Butzer et al. (2017) (1) Body-centered meditation

(2) Mindful observation

(6) Affect-centered meditation

(7) Meditation with movement

X X –

de Carvalho et al. (2017) (1) Body-centered meditation

(2) Mindful observation

(4) Mantra meditation

(5) Visual Concentration

(6) Affect-centered meditation

(7) Meditation with movement

– X –

Devcich et al. (2017) (1) Body-centered meditation

(2) Mindful observation

(4) Mantra meditation

(5) Visual concentration

(6) Affect-centered meditation

(7) Meditation with movement

– X –

Enoch and Dixon (2017) (1) Body-centered meditation

(2) Mindful observation

(4) Mantra meditation

(5) Visual Concentration

X – –

Flook et al. (2010) (1) Body-centered meditation

(2) Mindful observation

(4) Mantra meditation

(5) Visual concentration

(6) Affect-centered meditation

(7) Meditation with movement

X – –

Gould et al. (2012) (1) Body-centered meditation

(2) Mindful observation

(6) Affect-centered meditation

(7) Meditation with movement

X X –

Janz et al. (2019) (1) Body-centered meditation

(2) Mindful observation

(4) Mantra meditation

(5) Visual concentration

(7) Meditation with movement

X – –

(Continued)
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TABLE 4 | Continued

Significant outcomes

Study Meditation techniques* Cognitive skills Social-emotional skills Academic skills

Parker et al. (2014) (1) Body-centered meditation

(2) Mindful observation

(6) Affect-centered meditation

(7) Meditation with movement

X X –

Ricarte et al. (2015) (1) Body-centered meditation

(2) Mindful observation

(4) Mantra meditation

(5) Visual Concentration

X X –

Rodríguez-Ledo et al.

(2018)

(1) Body-centered meditation

(2) Mindful observation

– X –

Schonert-Reichl and

Lawlor (2010)

(1) Body-centered meditation

(2) Mindful observation

(4) Mantra meditation

(5) Visual Concentration

(6) Affect-centered meditation

– X –

Schonert-Reichl et al.

(2015)

(1) Body-centered meditation

(2) Mindful observation

(4) Mantra meditation

(5) Visual concentration

(6) Affect-centered meditation

X X x

Tarrasch (2018) (1) Body-centered meditation

(2) Mindful observation

(4) Mantra meditation

(5) Visual concentration

(7) Meditation with movement

X – –

Tarrasch et al. (2017) (1) Body-centered meditation

(2) Mindful observation

(4) Mantra meditation

(5) Visual concentration

(6) Affect-centered meditation

(7) Meditation with movement

X X –

Thomas and Atkinson

(2016)

(1) Body-centered meditation

(2) Mindful observation

X – –

van de Weijer-Bergsma

et al. (2014)

(1) Body-centered meditation

(2) Mindful observation

(4) Mantra meditation

(6) Affect-centered meditation

– X –

Viafora et al. (2015) (1) Body-centered meditation

(2) Mindful observation

(4) Mantra meditation (5) Visual concentration

(6) Affect-centered meditation

(7) Meditation with movement

– X –

Vickery and Dorjee (2016) (1) Body-centered meditation

(2) Mindful observation

(6) Affect-centered meditation

X X –

Waldemar et al. (2016) (1) Body-centered meditation

(2) Mindful observation

(4) Mantra meditation

(5) Visual concentration

(6) Affect-centered meditation

– X –

White (2012) (1) Body-centered meditation

(2) Mindful observation

(4) Mantra meditation

(5) Visual concentration

(7) Meditation with movement

– X –

(Continued)
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TABLE 4 | Continued

Significant outcomes

Study Meditation techniques* Cognitive skills Social-emotional skills Academic skills

Wimmer et al. (2016) (1) Body-centered meditation

(2) Mindful observation

(7) Meditation with movement

X – –

Yook et al. (2017) (1) Body-centered meditation

(2) Mindful observation

(7) Meditation with movement

– X –

*Meditation techniques classified according to Matko and Sedlmeier (2019): (1) body-centered meditation, (2) mindful observation, (3) contemplation, (4) mantra meditation, (5) visual

concentration, (6) affect-centered meditation, and (7) meditation with movement; X: significant difference found; x: significant difference not found.

“mantra meditation.” Three RCTs found improvements in socio-
emotional abilities and applied “body-centered meditations”
(n = 3), “mindful observations” (n = 3), “affected-centered
meditations” (n = 3), “meditations with movement” (n = 2),
“mantra meditation” (n = 1), and “visual concentration” (n =

1). Sixteen QEDs also showed benefits in socio-emotional
skills and used “body-centered meditations” (n = 16),
“mindful observations” (n = 16), “mantra meditations” (n
= 10), “visual concentration” (n = 10), “affect-centered
meditations” (n = 10), and “meditations with movements”
(n= 10) (Table 4).

Academic Skills
Just one QED found improvements in academic skills. This
study used “body-centered meditations,” “mindful observations,”
“mantra meditations,” “visual concentration,” and “affect-
centered meditations” (Table 4).

DISCUSSION

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first review of the
efficacy of specific meditation techniques used by mindfulness-
based programs on the cognitive, social-emotional, and academic
skills of children. A total of 29 studies (nine RCTs and
20 QED studies) met the selection criteria. Overall, results
provided support for the use of mindfulness interventions to
improve cognitive and social-emotional outcomes but found no
support for the use of these interventions to enhance academic
skills. Regarding meditation mindfulness techniques, all the
interventions used “body-centered meditations” and “mindful
observations.” In addition, “affect-centered meditations” were
also frequently applied to improve socio-emotional outcomes.
Less frequent techniques were “meditations with movements,”
“mantra meditation,” and “visual concentration.” Thus, the
effective techniques used inmindfulness-based programs differ in
terms of activation and amount of body orientation, dimensions
that highlight the role of embodied cognition in meditation. The
most frequent techniques for improving cognitive and socio-
emotional outcomes were active practices with a lower amount
of body orientation. For socio-emotional outcomes, effective
practices also included a higher abstract and conceptual focus
and a neutral amount of body orientation. However, given the

high risk of bias across the included studies in several domains,
caution is needed in interpreting the results.

The findings of the present review support the favorable
impacts of mindfulness interventions on cognitive outcomes, as
expected (Flook et al., 2010). The next largest area of impact
was related to socio-emotional skills. Indeed, our findings show
that many of the outcomes were linked to emotional regulation
processes involved in mindfulness training that also correspond
to what was expected and highlighted in previous research
(Bohlmeijer et al., 2010; Fjorback et al., 2011; Gotink et al., 2015;
Guendelman et al., 2017).

Among the included studies, the specific techniques used
to improve cognitive and socio-emotional outcomes were very
similar, that is, all the interventions used “body-centered
meditations” and “mindful observations.” There are several ways
in which this pattern of results can be explained. In fact,
“body-centered meditations” and “mindful observations” may
be more effective than other techniques in improving cognitive
and socio-emotional outcomes given that they provide more
explicit instructions, possibly making it easier for children to
use upon times of strong emotions. For instance, research
showed that the redirection of attention to the body can improve
attention, regulate stress, and enable a deeper understanding
of our emotional-motivational state (Bornemann et al., 2015;
Fissler et al., 2016). The body scan (i.e., focusing attention
sequentially on various parts of the body) is another meditation
frequently included in these clusters of techniques. This practice
was associated with the components of observing and non-
reacting, promoting wellbeing, and decreasing anxiety (Carmody
and Baer, 2009).

In addition, “affect-centered meditations” appear to be
a good strategy for improving socio-emotional skills that
includes positive feelings and kindness, cultivates self-care,
or provides meaningful experiences of connection with
others. Previous research has shown that after this kind of
practice, adult participants revealed a significant change in
brain regions previously linked with empathy, compassion,
and emotion regulation (Klimecki et al., 2012). Also, it
seems that practices focused on affect and perspective taking
produced significant decreases in the release of cortisol (i.e.,
a stress hormone), suggesting that this component may
be associated with a significant reduction in physiological
stress (Engert et al., 2017).
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Regarding academic skills, although previous research
suggested positive effects (McCloskey, 2015; Lin and Mai,
2018), just three QED studies included in this review aimed
at investigating this domain, which makes it difficult to draw
conclusions related to mindfulness techniques. However, the
effects found for cognitive and socio-emotional outcomes might
be related to the measures that are typically used to assess
these particular skills (i.e., self-reports versus the administrative
measures used to evaluate academic achievements; Maynard
et al., 2017).

Our findings highlight the need for examining the unique
contribution of intervention components in mindfulness-based
interventions, as suggested by previous research. For instance,
Carmody and Baer (2008) reported that practicing mindfulness
movement (yoga), but not sitting meditation and body scan, was
associated with higher levels of nonjudgment of inner experience.
Thus, indeed, different mindfulness practices may target different
aspects of psychological health.

Previous research suggests that one main factor associated
with the variable results across studies is the amount of
mindfulness practice introduced (Zenner et al., 2014). Our
findings also highlighted the idea that the optimal meditation
duration, intensity, and dosage for children are still unknown. In
the included studies, children meditated, approximately, from 4
to 90min per session, from 2weeks to 9months. Thus, the dosage
and frequency of mindfulness meditation varied significantly
between studies, and the total time meditating may be related
to cognitive or emotional changes. Some studies appear to have
reduced the amount of meditation time when compared with
mindfulness interventions for adults, which commonly involve
as much as 45min of practice per day (Teasdale et al., 2000;
Segal et al., 2002). Also, some mindfulness interventions with
adolescents found effects with 20 or more minutes of practice
per day (Saltzman and Goldin, 2008; Biegel et al., 2009). Still,
other studies have reported significant effects of mindfulness
intervention in children and adolescents with just 5min of daily
meditation (Saltzman and Goldin, 2008; Zylowska et al., 2008;
Britton et al., 2010). Thus, further research should examine the
impact of increased mindfulness meditation time, and this issue
deserves more systematic investigation (Greenberg and Harris,
2012).

Despite these results showing that specific mindfulness
training techniques can have different benefits for children,
limitations of our findings should be reported: (i) although we
reported study characteristics that are indicators of study quality,
the risk of bias assessment was conducted only for randomized
studies; (ii) the heterogeneity of the studies is considerable, and
due to the vast array of practices, this review only examined
clusters of techniques; and (iii) the frequent lack of blinded raters,
randomization, active comparison groups, and small samples of
the included studies mitigate the impact of our findings. Future
studies must address these issues to support empirical evidence
about the effect of mindfulness techniques on the development
of children. A well-designed intervention should have the
following key features: (a) randomization of participants into the
experimental and control groups; (b) control for participants and
expectations of an informant through blinding and assessment

of expectations before the beginning of the intervention to
control for possible placebo effects; and (c) comparison of the
performance of the experimental group to both active and passive
control conditions (e.g., Kendall, 2003).

Furthermore, a content analysis across the included
studies would be useful to conduct an in-depth review of
specific mindfulness techniques. Through this particular
approach, methodological rigor is increased as qualitative
data are categorized deductively or inductively (Forman and
Damschroder, 2007).

Another area to further develop is not only to examine which
mindfulness techniques are effective but also to understand
which components are necessary (e.g., does movement enhance
mindfulness practice?) andwhat works for whom. Indeed, studies
have found that baseline characteristics predict intervention
outcomes (Cordon et al., 2009) and that mindfulness-based
interventions may be ineffective (e.g., Jazaieri et al., 2012) or
contraindicated for specific conditions (Ma and Teasdale, 2004;
Arch and Ayers, 2013). Regarding children and adolescents,
the effects of mindfulness-based training programs have been
associated with preexisting characteristics, such as levels of
executive function, age, and family environment (e.g., Barnes
et al., 2010; Flook et al., 2010; Schonert-Reichl and Lawlor, 2010).
Therefore, researchers need to be aware of the possibility of both
positive and adverse effects that certain practices could have on
children with different characteristics (Greenberg and Harris,
2012).

Finally, since mindfulness-based programs consist of a variety
of techniques, there may be elements other than the mindfulness
component that are effective. So, an important distinction to
be further explored is the unique effect of specific mindfulness
exercises apart from other meditative practices.

Overall, this study represents a preliminary attempt to
isolate the effects of different meditation techniques on the
positive outcomes associated with cognitive, socio-emotional,
and academic skills. Although in the past many studies on
mindfulness training can be criticized for their lack of scientific
rigor (Toneatto and Nguyen, 2007; Chiesa and Serretti, 2011),
more recent studies provide strong evidence for the utility of such
interventions, and it is hoped that these data encourage further
studies on the unique effects of different mindfulness techniques.
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